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Summary
The Working Group on Arbitrary Detention visited Italy from 3 to 14 November 2008 on
invitation of the Government. The present report contains the findings of the Working Group on
both detention in the criminal justice system and administrative detention, particularly of
migrants and asylum-seekers.
The Working Group found that safeguards against illegal detention in the criminal justice
system are numerous and, at least on paper, incisive. The excessive duration of criminal
proceedings, however, can lead to situations of arbitrary detention, both when defendants are in
remand custody or when, though not detained pending trial, they are then ordered to serve a
prison sentence after a completely unreasonable amount of time has lapsed since the offence.
The percentage of prisoners awaiting final judgement in their case - and thus not serving a final
sentence - is far in excess of that of other Western European States.
Immigrants are seriously over-represented in the prison population and do not de facto
benefit from access to alternatives to imprisonment to the same extent as Italian citizens do.
The Government has declared that organized crime of the mafia type, the threat of
international terrorism and crime by irregular migrants constitute public security emergencies
and has responded to each of them by adopting extraordinary measures. The Working Group is
concerned specifically about the safeguards regarding repeated extensions of detention under
article 41 bis of the law on the penitentiary system; the deportation of foreigners suspected of
terrorist activities to countries where they are at risk of arbitrary detention and torture; and norms
that will increase the already disproportionate incarceration of foreigners.
With regard to first reception centres for asylum-seekers, the Working Group notes that the
limitations on the liberty of asylum-seekers held in them do not have a sound legal basis. It also
has a number of concerns regarding the detention of irregular migrants in identification and
expulsion centres. These concerns refer, inter alia, to the detention of persons already having
served a criminal sentence, the detention of asylum-seekers, and the (often repeated) detention of
persons who are in fact unlikely to be deported.
The juvenile justice system provides for a wide range of alternatives to criminal
proceedings against children in conflict with the law and, in the event of trial and conviction,
alternatives to imprisonment aimed at permitting the continued education of the child and his or
her successful reintegration into the community.
In the health-care system, closed institutions for persons with mental disabilities have been
abolished. As part of the criminal justice system, however, a system of open-ended “security
measures” remains for persons who have committed an offence and are considered either
“dangerous” on the grounds of mental illness or habitual or professional criminals.
On the basis of its findings, the Working Group makes a number of recommendations. It
asks the Government of Italy to take, as a matter of priority, legislative and other measures to
decrease the duration of criminal trials. Measures to reduce the share of the prison population
held on remand are similarly necessary. Regarding detention under article 41 bis, the Working
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Group recommends that judicial oversight be strengthened. Legislation making non-compliance
with immigration laws punishable by imprisonment (or as an aggravating circumstance) should
be reconsidered.
With regard to the detention of migrants and asylum-seekers, the Working Group
recommends that limitations on the liberty of asylum-seekers irregularly arriving in Italy, if at all
necessary, be applied with a sound legal basis. The report also contains recommendations for the
reduction of unnecessary or unreasonable detention in identification and expulsion centres for
foreigners to be deported.

DICHIARAZIONE DEL GRUPPO DI LAVORO DELLE NAZIONI UNITE
SULLA DETENZIONE ARBITRARIA A CONCLUSIONE DELLA
MISSIONE IN ITALIA
Roma, 14 novembre 2008
Signore e Signori,
Il mio nome è Aslan Abashidze e vi do il benvenuto a questo incontro con la stampa tenuto dal
Gruppo di lavoro delle Nazioni Unite sulla detenzione arbitraria (WGAD), a conclusione della
visita ufficiale in Italia, iniziata il 3 novembre e che si conclude oggi.
Innanzitutto, vorrei descrivere brevemente il Gruppo di lavoro sulla detenzione arbitraria. Il Gruppo
è stato istituito nel 1991 dall’allora Commissione per i Diritti Umani. L’attuale Consiglio per i
Diritti Umani ha esteso il mandato del Gruppo di lavoro. Il Gruppo di lavoro è composto da 5
esperti indipendenti in rappresentanza dei 5 gruppi regionali delle Nazioni Unite, che ne fanno parte
a titolo personale. Due dei 5 membri del WGAD, l’avv. Garreton ed io stesso facciamo parte di
questa delegazione ufficiale. Dato che il Gruppo di lavoro è composto da 5 membri, mi preme
sottolineare che le conclusioni che presenteremo vanno intese a titolo preliminare. Esse verranno
esaminate e discusse dall’intero Gruppo di lavoro alla sua prossima sessione nel corso della quale il
Gruppo di lavoro adotterà un rapporto su questa visita, che verrà poi reso pubblico.
In virtù del suo mandato, il Gruppo di lavoro conduce indagini su casi di privazione della libertà
imposta in modo arbitrario o per altri versi non in conformità con gli standard internazionali sanciti
dalla Dichiarazione Universale dei Diritti Umani, dalle convenzione sui diritti umani e da altri
strumenti. Nello svolgimento del suo lavoro il Gruppo compie visite ufficiali su invito dei governi
per meglio capire la situazione nei paesi stessi, oltre alle ragioni che sottendono a eventuali casi di
privazione arbitraria della libertà. Vorrei ringraziare il governo italiano per aver invitato
ufficialmente il Gruppo di lavoro a visitare l’Italia.
In origine, il mandato del Gruppo di lavoro definiva tre categorie di detenzione arbitraria :
-

-

categoria 1 : casi in cui è evidentemente impossibile invocare una base giuridica che
giustifichi la privazione della libertà;
categoria 2 : casi in cui la privazione della libertà avviene in seguito all’esercizio di diritti o
libertà garantiti da strumenti internazionali, come ad esempio la detenzione per motivi
religiosi o di ordine politico;
categoria 3 : casi in cui la violazione delle norme internazionali relative al diritto ad un
giusto processo è di tale gravità da rendere la detenzione arbitraria.

Più di dieci anni fa, la Commissione delle Nazioni Unite per i Diritti Umani ha chiesto al Gruppo di
lavoro di esaminare anche la situazione dei migranti e richiedenti asilo che vengono privati della
loro libertà. Quest’ultimo aspetto del mandato del Gruppo è stato il motivo principale della nostra
visita in Italia.
Permettetemi brevemente di illustrare il programma della visita. Negli ultimi dodici giorni la nostra
delegazione ha visitato Roma, Napoli, Catania, Caltanisetta, Cassibile e Milano. In tutte queste città
abbiamo incontrato le autorità, tra cui :
-

il Ministero dell’Interno nella persona del Sottosegretario di Stato Alfredo Mantovano, il
Capo della Polizia di Stato e il Direttore del Dipartimento delle libertà civili e

dell’immigrazione, oltre a numerosi funzionari di prefettura e delle forze dell’ordine a
livello locale;
-

il Ministero della Giustizia, nella persona del Sottosegretario On. Castellani e dei capi
dipartimento per gli Affari giudiziari, l’Amministrazione penitenziaria e la direttore generale
per la giustizia minorile;

-

funzionari del Dipartimento di Salute Mentale del Ministero del Lavoro, della Salute e delle
Politiche Sociali;

-

il Consiglio Superiore della Magistratura, la Corte di Cassazione e numerosi giudici e PM a
Napoli e a Milano;

-

la Commissione Giustizia del Senato;

-

i Garanti per i diritti dei detenuti del Lazio, della Campania e della Provincia di Milano.

Abbiamo incontrato anche rappresentanti dell’Unione delle Camere Penali, altri avvocati, tra cui
alcuni specialisti in casi di terrorismo e di diritto d’asilo e immigrazione, oltre a numerosi
rappresentanti di organizzazioni della società civile attive nell’ambito del sistema giudiziario,
dell’immigrazione e del diritto d’asilo.
Forse la cosa più importante è che abbiamo potuto parlare in privato con persone ospitate in
strutture di detenzione, tra cui i carceri di Rebibbia e Poggioreale, un Ospedale Psichiatrico
Giudiziario, il dipartimento di salute mentale di un ospedale, Istituti Penali Minorili, un centro di
prima accoglienza e una comunità per minori in conflitto con la legge, le camere di sicurezza della
Questura di Napoli, strutture per richiedenti asilo e Centri di Identificazione ed Espulsione.
Desideriamo sottolineare che abbiamo sempre ricevuto piena collaborazione da parte del governo
italiano. Ci è stato consentito di visitare tutti gli istituti di detenzione e le strutture di accoglienza
per le quali abbiamo richiesto l’accesso, nonché di intrattenerci in privato con i detenuti da noi
indicati. Ci sono state fornite copie di tutta la documentazione richiesta.
Vorrei ora dare la parola al collega, avv. Roberto Garreton, che illustrerà alcune delle conclusioni
preliminari della delegazione del Gruppo di lavoro che ha visitato l’Italia.

Nel corso delle ultime due settimane ci è stato detto più volte che in Italia non era possibile che si
verificassero casi di detenzione arbitraria nel senso di detenzione in violazione delle garanzie del
giusto processo. Questo ci è stato riferito non solo dai funzionari dei Ministeri di Giustizia e
dell’Interno, dai giudici, dai PM e dai funzionari delle forze dell’ordine, ma anche dai
rappresentanti della società civile che solitamente esprimono posizioni fortemente critiche.
In linea di principio condividiamo questa valutazione, benché con qualche riserva. La forza
dell’impegno di un governo a garanzia dei diritti umani, e fra questi le garanzie procedurali, è messa
alla prova nel concreto di fronte a una situazione di emergenza reale o percepita. Al momento vi
sono almeno tre situazioni, da alcuni percepite come emergenze, che le forze dell’ordine e
l’amministrazione della giustizia in Italia sono chiamate ad affrontare. In ciascuna di queste
situazioni si ritiene necessario il ricorso a provvedimenti straordinari :
-

la lotta alla criminalità organizzata di stampo mafioso;

-

il presunto allarmante aumento dei reati comuni commessi da cittadini stranieri presenti
sul territorio nazionale senza permesso di soggiorno;

-

la minaccia del terrorismo internazionale a seguito dei fatti dell’11 settembre 2001.

In risposta a queste varie situazioni, il governo ricorre a misure straordinarie che prevedono la
privazione di libertà. Non si tratta sicuramente di casi espliciti di detenzione arbitraria, ma sollevano
pur sempre qualche preoccupazione che intendiamo approfondire con i nostri colleghi a Ginevra e
valutare nel nostro rapporto.
Per quanto riguarda il contrasto alla criminalità organizzata, abbiamo affrontato la questione del
regime di “carcere duro” ai sensi dell’art. 41 bis dell’Ordinamento Penitenziario. I rappresentanti
sia dell’esecutivo che della magistratura ci hanno spiegato che questa misura speciale è necessaria
ai fini di una efficace lotta alla criminalità di stampo mafioso e per garantire la sicurezza alla
cittadinanza. E’ noto altresì che la Corte Europea per i Diritti Umani ha più volte ribadito che questa
forma di detenzione non si configura come tortura o trattamento disumano o degradante.
Permangono tuttavia alcune preoccupazioni circa le ripetute proroghe di questo provvedimento di
anno in anno in molti casi. Abbiamo incontrato un detenuto che ha affermato di essere sottoposto al
“carcere duro” ormai da 14 anni ai sensi dell’art. 41 bis, fatto confermato dalle autorità carcerarie.
In quanto agli sforzi intesi a prevenire la commissione di reati da parte di stranieri irregolari, il
governo ha adottato una serie di misure che hanno richiamato la nostra attenzione :
-

l’arresto obbligatorio e il giudizio per direttissima per gli stranieri che rimangono in Italia,
nonostante siano oggetto di provvedimento di espulsione;

-

una modifica al Codice Penale in base alla quale la presenza irregolare di uno straniero sul
territorio nazionale costituisce circostanza aggravante per qualsiasi reato; in altre parole, se
un cittadino italiano e uno straniero rubano insieme una macchina, lo straniero avrà una
condanna notevolmente più severa del cittadino italiano; è questo un provvedimento che
desta preoccupazione;

-

è attualmente in corso in Parlamento un dibattito sull’introduzione del reato di immigrazione
illegale; al riguardo, notiamo con sollievo che la proposta di punire con il carcere l’ingresso
illegale è stata ritirata.

Per quanto riguarda la lotta al terrorismo internazionale, la giustizia italiana risponde con fermezza
a questa minaccia sottoponendo ad indagine, processo e carcerazione le persone coinvolte in attività
terroristiche. Secondo informazioni dettagliate forniteci da PM che si occupano di questi reati, più
di 90 terroristi internazionali sono stati condannati a pene detentive in Italia dall’11 settembre del
2001. Trattasi di una risposta che soddisfa un duplice requisito del diritto internazionale :
proteggere la popolazione da atti di terrorismo, tenendo comunque fermo il rispetto dei principi
fondamentali dei diritti umani.
Persiste tuttavia anche una “zona d’ombra” nella risposta al terrorismo internazionale da parte delle
autorità italiane : lo straniero può essere, e in effetti viene, rimandato in paesi dove corre il rischio
materiale di essere oggetto di detenzione arbitraria e di processi profondamente viziati, nonché di
tortura. Tali espulsioni vengono eseguite senza una reale sorveglianza giurisdizionale. In alcuni casi,
stranieri che erano stati processati e assolti da imputazioni di terrorismo in Italia, sono stati in un
secondo momento espulsi verso un paese in cui sono stati poi immediatamente incarcerati, molto

probabilmente in grave violazione delle garanzie del giusto processo. Facciamo appello al governo
italiano affinché si rivalutino tali pratiche.
Durante le sue visite ufficiali il WGAD è sempre chiamato a prestare particolare attenzione ai casi
di privazione della libertà di gruppi vulnerabili. In Italia, come in altri paesi, abbiamo valutato la
detenzione di trasgressori minorenni e di persone affette da disturbi mentali.
Nelle ultime due settimane abbiamo visitato due Istituti Penali Minorili, un Centro di Prima
Accoglienza per minori e una comunità per minori alternativa al carcere. Abbiamo parlato con
dei minori ospitati in tali strutture e con i responsabili della gestione, oltre che con magistrati dei
Tribunali e delle Procure Minorili. Abbiamo avuto un’ottima impressione del sistema italiano di
giustizia minorile. La giustizia minorile in Italia ci pare un esempio di un’applicazione ampia
dei principi in materia di trattamento dei trasgressori minorenni sanciti dalla Convenzione ONU
sui Diritti dell’Infanzia e dell’art. 27 della Costituzione Italiana, che sancisce che la pena deve
tendere alla rieducazione del condannato. L’Italia potrebbe servire da modello per altri paesi in
questo campo.
Alcuni dei nostri interlocutori hanno espresso la preoccupazione che il sistema di giustizia
minorile possa subire drastici tagli di bilancio nei prossimi anni. Si teme che tali tagli possano
compromettere l’attuale modello e portare inevitabilmente ad una consistente riduzione di
quelle attività dei carceri minorili miranti al recupero dei detenuti ed impedire la ricerca di
efficaci misure alternative al carcere per i minori in conflitto con la legge. Rivolgiamo un
appello al governo italiano affinché continui a fornire i mezzi necessari perché il sistema
giudiziario minorile italiano possa continuare ad operare nel modo esemplare che lo
contraddistingue.
Per quanto riguarda la privazione di libertà delle persone affette da disturbi mentali, abbiamo
visitato un ospedale dove viene fornito il trattamento sanitario obbligatorio (TSO) a pazienti
affetti da tali disturbi ed abbiamo parlato con pazienti e personale medico sanitario. Siamo
rimasti favorevolmente colpiti dalle limitatissime restrizioni imposte alle libertà di tali pazienti e
dal clima generale di rispetto della dignità dei pazienti. Tuttavia, la situazione è molto diversa
negli Ospedali Psichiatrici Giudiziari (OPG) dove vengono internate persone che hanno
commesso un reato ma che sono state giudicate incapaci di intendere e di volere. La struttura da
noi visitata era a tutti gli effetti un carcere. Sappiamo che nella scorsa legislatura il Parlamento
ha istituito una Commissione che ha proposto una profonda riforma del sistema e invitiamo il
Parlamento a includere questa tematica nell’agenda dei lavori parlamentari.
Come detto all’inizio, la problematica più importante in assoluto che intendevamo valutare
durante la nostra visita in Italia è la detenzione amministrativa dei migranti e dei richiedenti
asilo che giungono in Italia senza un permesso di soggiorno o vi rimangono oltre la scadenza del
permesso stesso.
Per molti versi, la risposta del governo italiano e della società civile all’afflusso massiccio di
esseri umani in fuga da situazioni di guerra permanente, persecuzione o disperata povertà, per
cercare una vita migliore, è ammirevole e non smentisce la tradizione italiana di generosità e di
forte presenza nel volontariato internazionale. Ogni anno, migliaia di uomini, donne e bambini
che rischiano di annegare vengono salvati in mare aperto e portati in Italia, dove ricevono cure
mediche, cibo, riparo e informazioni sul loro diritto di fare domanda d’asilo.
Ci sono però anche forti preoccupazioni dal punto di vista della tutela dei diritti umani riguardo
ai centri in cui migranti e richiedenti asilo vengono ospitati, specificamente in relazione alla

privazione di libertà cui sono soggetti. Nel 2006, il governo istituì una commissione per studiare
la situazione di questi centri e fare proposte per migliorare la loro gestione e il quadro legale che
li governa. Le proposte fatte da questa commissione (conosciuta come “Commissione De
Mistura” dal nome del funzionario ONU scelto dal governo a presiederla) rimangono valide e,
in larga misura, attendono tuttora di essere messe in pratica. Vorremmo mettere in evidenza tre
punti sollevati anche nel rapporto De Mistura che rimangono fonte di preoccupazione ad oggi:
-

-

-

durante il primo periodo nei centri di accoglienza, che può durare da una settimana a più
di un mese, i richiedenti asilo sono di fatto in stato di detenzione. La base giuridica per
questa detenzione è carente, e non c’è alcun controllo giurisdizionale.
gli stranieri espulsi dopo aver scontato una pena detentiva vengono spesso detenuti per
sessanta giorni aggiuntivi in un Centro di Identificazione ed Espulsione al fine di
accertare la loro identità e di ottenere documenti di viaggio per il loro ritorno nel paese
d’origine. Queste procedure potrebbero essere completate mentre stanno scontando la
pena detentiva.
alcuni stranieri che per varie ragioni non possono essere coattivamente riaccompagnati
nel loro paese d’origine sono ciononostante detenuti nei Centri di Identificazione ed
Espulsione. A seguito della scadenza del termine massimo di trattenimento di sessanta
giorni sono rilasciati, solo per essere arrestati di nuovo dopo qualche mese o anno e
detenuti per altri sessanta giorni con lo stesso esito. Abbiamo incontrato più di un
“trattenuto” in questa situazione. Mentre la loro detenzione è legale da un punto di vista
formale, c’è da chiedersi quanto sia ragionevole. Come suggerito anche nel rapporto De
Mistura, il governo dovrebbe promuovere incentivi per il rimpatrio volontario al posto di
una detenzione che in molti casi non raggiunge lo scopo che si prefigge.

Facciamo appello al governo italiano affinché metta in pratica le raccomandazioni contenute nel
rapporto De Mistura.
Riguardo alla durata della detenzione nei Centri di Identificazione ed Espulsione, vorremmo
sottolineare che il termine dei 18 mesi di cui alla direttiva dell’Unione Europea, è inteso a
limitare la durata della detenzione amministrativa degli espellendi in quegli Stati che al
momento non conoscono termini per questa detenzione. La direttiva non intende certo
incoraggiare Stati che già hanno dei termini ragionevoli di durata massima di questa detenzione,
come i sessanta giorni previsti allo stato attuale in Italia, ad abbandonare la loro buona prassi.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.
The Working Group on Arbitrary Detention visited Italy from 3 to 14 November 2008 at
the invitation of the Government. The delegation consisted of Mr. Aslan Abashidze and
Mr. Roberto Garretón, members of the Working Group, who were accompanied by two officials
from the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and interpreters.
2.
The Working Group expresses its gratitude to the Government of Italy, to the
representatives of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), of the UN
Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI) and of the UN Regional
Information Centre, as well as to the members of Italian civil society organizations and lawyers
in private practice met.
II. PROGRAMME OF THE VISIT
3.
The Working Group travelled to Rome, Naples, Milan, and the Eastern Sicilian towns of
Caltanissetta, Cassibile and Portopalo di Capo Passero.
4.
It held meetings with officials from the Ministry of Interior, including Secretary of State
Alfredo Mantovano, the Ministry of Justice, including Secretary of State Maria Elisabetta Alberti
Casellati, the Ministry of Labour, Health and Social Policies; the Senate Committee for Justice
Affairs; the Superior Council of the Magistracy and the Cassation Court. In addition to meetings
with the central authorities, in the cities and towns visited the Working Group had the
opportunity to obtain information from and exchange views with numerous judges and
prosecutors, local officials of the prefectures and law enforcement agencies, prison officials,
psychiatric doctors, representatives of the organizations administering centres for refugees and
migrants. The Working Group also met with the Ombudsman for the rights of persons deprived
of their liberty of the Regions Lazio and Campania as well as of Milan Province.
5.
In the course of the visit, the Working Group further met with UNHCR representatives,
members of the criminal bar and representatives of numerous civil society organizations active in
the fields of criminal justice, immigration and refugees.
6.
The facilities holding persons deprived of, or limited in, their freedom visited included
Rebibbia (Rome) and Poggioreale (Naples) prisons, a judicial psychiatric hospital, the mental
health department of a hospital, facilities for juvenile offenders, the police holding cells in
Naples, facilities for asylum-seekers and identification and expulsion centres for migrants. A
complete list is annexed to this report.
7.
The Working Group enjoyed in all respects the fullest cooperation from the Government. It
was allowed to visit all places of detention requested and to interview in private detainees of its
choice, without any restriction.
III. INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITMENTS
AND MONITORING MECHANISMS
8.
Italy has ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(CERD), the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (CCPR), the Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights (CESCR), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the Convention
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against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), and
the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). It
has accepted the competence of the respective treaty bodies to receive individual complaints
under the CERD, ICCPR and CAT. Italy is not a signatory to the Convention on the Rights of
All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families. It has signed but not yet ratified the
Convention on the Rights of Persons With Disabilities.
9.
The Government has a proven record of openness to visits by international human rights
monitoring and fact finding mechanisms. The Working Group’s mission was preceded by visits
of the Council of Europe (CoE) Commissioner for Human Rights in June 2008 and of the CoE
Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) in September 2008. Such transparency to
international scrutiny powerfully reinforces domestic safeguards against human rights violations
in general, and against arbitrary detention in particular.
10. There is undoubtedly some overlap between the situations examined by these CoE
mechanisms and the issues looked into by the Working Group. It is important, however, to stress
that the Working Group’s mandate is very specifically to focus on the legal basis and reasons for
detention and the procedural safeguards accompanying it.
IV. DETENTION IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
A. Police custody
11. The Criminal Procedure Code defines the cases in which the law enforcement agencies
may carry out arrests of persons caught in flagrante delicto. Police may also arrest persons not in
flagrante when there are strong suspicions of the commission of a serious offence.
12. As soon as possible, and in no event later than 24 hours after the arrest, the police “make
the arrestee available” to the prosecutor. The prosecutor may interrogate the arrestee, having
informed his lawyer. He shall inform the arrestee of the charges against him. Within 48 hours of
the arrest, the prosecutor must ask the competent judge for the preliminary investigations (GIP)
to confirm the validity of the arrest.
13. The GIP must decide on this request within another 48 hours. He will call a hearing with
the prosecutor, the arrestee and his defence lawyer. At this hearing the GIP will also decide on
the request for remand custody, assuming the prosecutor has presented such a demand.
14. According to all reports received, detention in the cells of police and carabinieri stations is
in the great majority of cases far shorter than the 48 plus 48 hours allowed by the law. Most
arrestees are either released or transferred to a prison within a few hours. A lawyer of the
arrestee’s choosing or an ex officio lawyer are promptly informed upon arrest.
15. The Working Group made an unannounced visit to a police station. Two elements, both
important safeguards against arbitrary detention, struck the Working Group. Firstly, the register
of detentions and releases was very clear and well kept. Secondly, a sheet informing the detainee
of his rights was available not only in Italian, but also in about ten other languages.
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16. On a less positive note, several interlocutors of the Working Group alleged that the
frequency of incidents of police brutality against persons taken into custody, particularly
immigrants, has been rising. Reports regarding individual cases were brought to the Working
Group’s attention. These allegations need to be vigorously investigated and the policemen
responsible held to account. From the point of view of its mandate, however, the Working Group
notes that there is no allegation in the cases brought to its attention that the ill-treatment was
aimed at extorting a confession from the arrestee or otherwise linked to the criminal procedure
against the arrestee. The Working Group has therefore not further investigated these reports.
B. Safeguards against arbitrary detention in criminal procedure
1. Criminal trial
17. In meetings with the Working Group, ministerial officials, judges and prosecutors often
referred to Italy’s criminal procedure as “iper-garantista”, i.e. abounding with safeguards (with a
hint that the amount of safeguards might be excessive).
18. The public prosecutor, who conducts the investigations with the assistance of the judicial
police, has to obtain judicial approval for any measures interfering with fundamental rights, such
as phone tapping, searches and seizures, or remand custody. If at the conclusion of the
investigations the prosecutor takes the stance that there is sufficient evidence to warrant a trial,
he has to submit the case to a judge (named “judge of the preliminary hearing”, “GUP”). The
GUP will hold a hearing, in fact a kind of trial based on the evidence collected during the
investigation, and decide whether to dismiss the charges, order further investigations, or send the
case to trial.
19. All first instance judgements imposing a prison term can be appealed to a second instance
court. The appeals procedure is not limited to points of law and can include a full hearing with
witnesses and other evidentiary proceedings. The judgement of the second instance court can be
challenged before the Cassation Court, the court of last instance.
20. The criminal procedure code provides also for a number of simplified proceedings. In
some of these proceedings the accused will waive his right to a full trial and accept to be judged
already by the GUP in exchange for a reduced sentence. In others, such as the fast-track trial
available in case of arrest in flagrante delicto, the prosecutor can bring the accused directly
before the trial court without a hearing before the GUP.
2. Remand custody
21. As for remand custody, if during the investigations phase the prosecutor considers that it is
necessary to detain the suspect or accused, he can request the GIP to order remand custody. The
criminal procedure code provides for a number of precautionary measures limiting personal
freedom short of remand custody, such as home arrest and reporting duties. The law expressly
states that remand custody in prison can only be ordered if any other measure would be
inadequate to avert the risk of the accused (i) tampering with evidence, (ii) fleeing, or
(iii) committing serious, violent crimes.
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22. The judicial order imposing remand custody can be appealed to a tribunal composed of
three judges. If the tribunal confirms the remand custody order, the defendant can appeal to the
Cassation Court.
23. To sum up, safeguards against arbitrary detention in the criminal justice system are
numerous and - at least in the letter of the law - incisive.
C. Concerns regarding overcrowding of prisons and excessive duration
of remand detention and of criminal trials
1. Overcrowding and statistics on development of prison population
24. In most meetings, the Working Group’s interlocutors - both representatives of the
authorities and those belonging to civil society organizations - mentioned overcrowding of
prisons as the main problem facing Italy with regard to detention.
25. The level of incarceration in Italy is in the medium range of Western European countries.
As of 15 October 2008, there were 57,030 prisoners, which corresponds to about 100 prisoners
per 100,000 inhabitants. The capacity of the prisons system “according to regulations”, 1
however, was only 43,085 prisoners. There are, of course, local situations of far more serious
overcrowding, including some prisons in which the number of detainees exceeds double the
capacity.
26. To address this situation of overcrowding, which has been chronic in the last two decades,
in July 2006 Parliament adopted a law on the basis of which all prisoners serving a sentence of
less than three years were to be released and all other prisoners to receive a three years deduction
from the prison term they were serving. Some particularly serious offences were excluded from
the clemency measure. As a result, one out of every three prisoners was freed! It is not for the
Working Group to state whether the benefits of the clemency law outweigh its disadvantages.
There is little doubt, however, that such a clemency measure risks undermining the perception of
the rule of law.
27. Two years later, at the time of the Working Group’s visit, the prison population had grown
back to 57,030 prisoners. According to officials, at the time of the visit, it was growing by 500
to 600 detainees per month, so that the prison population level preceding the clemency measure
would be surpassed within half a year or little more.
2. Concerns regarding remand detention
28. The Working Group notes that the complaint of excessive recourse to remand detention is
often levelled against Italy’s criminal justice system.
29. The criminal procedure code contains abundant language aimed at ensuring that remand
custody is not ordered lightly. For instance, there must be “serious circumstantial evidence of
1

The capacity “according to regulations” is determined by the Ministry of Justice on the basis of
European standards relating to the treatment of prisoners.
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guilt”; allegations that the accused might tamper with evidence must be based on specific facts;
allegations that the accused may commit further offences must be based on “specific conduct” or
previous convictions. Representatives of the criminal bar association, however, alleged that the
principle that remand detention must be a last resort is systematically violated. They added that
remand detention was used as an “investigative tool” to compel defendants to incriminate
themselves and others in exchange for release or its substitution with home arrest.
30. One objective element of the situation is that only four out of ten prisoners in Italy are
serving a final sentence. Government statistics show that, as of 30 September 2008, 28.5 per cent
of the prison population was awaiting trial or the first instance judgement, while the other
prisoners had been convicted at least in first instance (17 per cent were awaiting the decision of
the appeals court, 6 per cent were awaiting the decision of the Cassation Court, and 43 per cent
were serving a sentence of imprisonment that had become final). 2 The percentage of the prison
population awaiting final judgement is much higher in Italy than in any other large or medium
sized Western European country. 3
31. The allegedly excessive duration of remand custody is also an element of concern. In this
respect, the Working Group observes that the Criminal Procedure Code determines the
maximum duration of remand custody by reference to the offence charged. The limit is overall
two years for the least serious category of offences and six years for the most serious offences.
32. The Code also establishes limits to the duration of remand detention for each procedural
stage. For instance, a person accused of murder must be released after one year of remand
detention if the investigations phase is not completed, i.e. the GUP has not ordered that the
accused be put to trial. The same defendant will have to be released if more than 18 months
expire between the GUP’s decision and the first instance judgement. This limit is raised to two
years if the offence is related to a mafia organization. But in the case of lesser offences, remand
custody may not exceed nine months between the beginning of remand custody and the first
instance judgement.
33. In the case of the most serious offences, detention between conviction in the first grade
trial and the judgement of the appeals court may not exceed 18 months, and the same limit
applies to detention between confirmation of the guilty finding by the appeals court and the
judgement of the Cassation Court.
34. There is in fact, in spite of these not too tight limits, frequent alarm among law
enforcement agencies, in the judiciary and in the media about the release due to expiry of the
maximum duration of remand custody of persons accused of heinous crimes committed by mafia
organizations. This suggests that the main problem might be the duration of judicial proceedings.

2

The remaining six per cent were interned serving a security measure or fell into several of the
above categories.

3

See the World Pre-trial/Remand Imprisonment List, International Centre for Prison Studies,
King’s College, London, <www.prisonstudies.org>.
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3. Concerns regarding the right to an expeditious trial
35. Excessive delays in the administration of justice in Italy are a well-known problem. In the
years 1999 to 2007, the European Court of Human Rights found no other country as often in
violation of the right to trial within a reasonable time as Italy. 4
36. Unreasonable delays in judicial proceedings can of course lead to arbitrary detention when
the defendant is detained on remand. This is not so much a question of the limits on the duration
of remand custody fixed in the abstract by law, as a question of the way in which police,
prosecution and judiciary handle a specific case in which the accused is in remand custody.
37. Interviews with detainees and submissions by civil society organizations have drawn the
Working Group’s attention to a second, less evident way in which the unreasonable length of
proceedings can result in arguably arbitrary detention. In many cases of persons accused of lesser
offences and not incarcerated awaiting trial, years might pass between the commission of the
offence and the conviction. The defendant might in the meantime have started a new life when
he or she is found guilty and ordered - out of the blue, in his or her perception - to serve a prison
term. In the words of a judge of the tribunal in Rome, “a prison sentence sanctioning with the
deprivation of liberty an offence committed ten or fifteen years earlier is not worthy of a
civilized country, as it becomes an obstacle to the process of re-integration of the offender into
society”. 5
D. Extraordinary measures in the fight against organized crime
38. A number of laws, including the Criminal Procedure Code and the Law on the Penitentiary
System contain special provisions regarding persons charged with being members of a mafia
organization.
39. With regard to remand custody, for instance, the general principle is that remand custody
in prison can only be ordered if any other measure would be inadequate - the burden being on the
prosecutor to prove it. For persons charged with offences linked to a mafia organization,
however, the Code dictates that remand custody must be ordered “except if there are elements
indicating that there are no precautionary needs”.
40. The Working Group’s attention has been particularly drawn to article 41 bis of the Law on
the Penitentiary System. This article, titled “emergency situations”, was introduced as a
temporary provision in July 1992, after the Sicilian mafia killed in two bomb attacks the
prosecutors Giovanni Falcone and Paolo Borsellino. In 2002, Parliament decided to transform
the “temporary” into a permanent special detention regime. There were, at the time of the
Working Group’s visit, 567 men and 5 women subjected to article 41 bis detention. With the
4
5

European Court of Human Rights, Annual Report 2007, p. 144.

Paolo Canevelli, La magistratura di sorveglianza tra carcere, misure alternative e nuove forme
di probation, Atti del Convegno “Il carcere: extrema ratio. Nuovo diritto penale”, Rome,
July 2007.
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exception of three men charged with terrorism offences, all of them were members of mafia
organizations. The rational underlying article 41 bis is that leaders of mafia organizations retain
their ties and their leadership role while incarcerated, continue to direct their organizations’
activities and to order the commission of crimes, and that it is therefore necessary to cut their ties
to the world outside.
41. A prisoner subjected to article 41 bis regime is isolated in his cell for at least 22 hours per
day; the remaining two hours outside the cell are spent in a small recreational area resembling a
cage with a group of five other 41 bis prisoners; family visits are limited to one or two per
month, any other visits (except by the lawyer) are excluded; correspondence is checked, phone
calls strictly limited; all prison work and social activities are suspended. It is, quite
understandably, referred to as “tough imprisonment”. The Working Group met several prisoners
subjected to this regime, one of them in his 14th year of article 41 bis incarceration.
42. A prisoner is placed in article 41 bis regime by an order of the Minister of Justice. The
reasoning should set forth the grounds on which the Minister assumes that the detainee is
maintaining his ties with organized crime while in prison. It is issued initially for a period
between one and two years and can then be renewed for one year at a time. The prisoner can
submit an appeal against the order to the tribunal overseeing the execution of sentences.
43. The European Court of Human Rights has been seized many times with communications
by prisoners subjected to the article 41 bis regime. The Court found consistently that there was
no violation of the prohibition on torture, inhuman or degrading treatment. The Court found
violations of the right to respect for family life and correspondence in some cases, and
article 41 bis has been amended in response to these decisions. Finally, the Court found in
several cases violations of the right to access to court on the ground that the appeal against the
order imposing the article 41 bis regime was decided with excessive delay.
44. The Working Group’s attention was seized particularly by the complaint of article 41 bis
prisoners that they had, in practice, no effective remedy against the renewal of the special
detention regime year after year. The Working Group considers that a special surveillance and
isolation regime which might be justified at the outset can become arbitrary if its renewal is not
subject to sufficient safeguards.
45. Governmental statistics provided to the Working Group show that, in the last two years,
appeals to the tribunal against the order of the Minister subjecting a prisoner to the article 41 bis
regime obtained the annulment of the order in slightly more than ten per cent of the cases. 6
46. The issue of the extension, year after year, of the article 41 bis order is indeed an intricate
one. On the one hand, it is difficult for the Ministry to prove that, in spite of several years of
draconian segregation, a prisoner is still involved in the activities of his criminal organization.
Because of the difficulty of such proof, article 41 bis relieves the Ministry of the burden of
6

In 2008 (from 1 January to 4 December 2008), the courts quashed the order imposing
article 41 bis detention in 65 cases and modified it in another 91 cases. There were around
572 prisoners subjected to article 41 bis detention at the time of the Working Group’s visit.
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providing new elements every year which would establish continuing contacts between the
prisoner and the organization and shifts the burden of proof on the detainee. But for the detainee
it is extremely difficult to actually prove that “his ability to maintain contacts with the criminal
or terrorist organizations has vanished”, as article 41 bis para. 2 bis requires.
47. A further issue of concern is the delay with which appeals against orders imposing
article 41 bis detention are decided. The Working Group reviewed court decisions on such
appeals and found that the court issued its decision on average five or six months after the appeal
was filed. Considering that the duration of the order is one year, this is an excessive delay which
substantially undermines the relevance of the remedy.
48. While the Working Group was visiting Italy, Parliament was debating and approving
reforms to article 41 bis aimed at increasing the rigour of the system. The changes included
increasing the duration of the initial order imposing article 41 bis detention from two to three
years and the duration of the subsequent renewal orders from one to two years. The reform
further intends to reduce the scope and incisiveness of the judicial review of the ministerial
orders imposing article 41 bis detention.
49. Although it has serious concerns about the article 41 bis detention regime, the Working
Group can accept that it might be a necessary tool in the fight against the mafia organizations.
The changes to the system currently envisaged, however, would significantly weaken the already
feeble safeguards against abuse of this very strict form of detention.
50. The article 41 bis regime is not the only special detention regime in Italy’s penitentiary
system. The Working Group also visited prisoners detained in an “E.I.V. section” (E.I.V. stands
for “high vigilance index”). While prisoners in an E.I.V. section are, from a technical-legal
perspective not subjected to a special detention “regime” but only to segregation from the
common prison population, they are in practical terms subjected to limitations similar, though
attenuated, to those of the article 41 bis regime (isolation, severe restrictions on activities, limits
on visits). It is used to keep prisoners who have been released from the 41 bis section, as well as
others considered dangerous, under close observation. Contrary to the article 41 bis regime,
E.I.V. is based on a Ministerial circular and not on a statutory provision. As a consequence, the
decision to impose E.I.V. detention cannot be challenged before the judge supervising the prison.
An appeal to the regional administrative court might be possible. This remedy appears not to
have been tested, also as it would, in practice, be of dubious effectiveness given the delays in
proceedings before administrative courts.
E. Criminal justice and extraordinary measures in the fight against terrorism
51. In the past seven years, Italy introduced new legislation, including provisions criminalizing
various forms of support to terrorist activities, to effectively fight international terrorism. More
than 90 persons charged with offences committed in connection with international terrorist
activities have been convicted and sentenced to prison terms in Italy since 11 September 2001,
although there were no attacks by international terrorist organizations on Italian soil. The
offences successfully charged go from production of false identity documents in support of the
activities of a terrorist organization to organizing and participating in such an organization. The
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record of the Italian judicial system is a powerful demonstration that a response to international
terrorism protecting the population against terrorist crimes while upholding fundamental
principles of human rights law is feasible.
52. There is, however, also a dark side to the response to international terrorism by the
authorities. The Government has deported alleged terrorists to States where they are at
substantial risk of arbitrary detention and torture. Best known is the case of Nassim Saadi, a
Tunisian citizen, who was to be deported to Tunisia after having served a sentence on terrorism
related charges in Italy. There, a military court had sentenced Mr. Saadi to twenty years
imprisonment in absentia (the trial took place while he was in prison in Italy). The European
Court of Human Rights was seized of the case. It concluded that “the decision to deport the
applicant to Tunisia would breach Article 3 of the Convention [the prohibition of torture] if it
were enforced”. 7
53. C.F.B.F. was expelled from Italy to Tunisia without being able to resort to a judicial
remedy. In Tunisia he was reportedly held at the Ministry of Interior and then in a prison under
military jurisdiction without being charged with a crime. In June 2008 E.S.B.K. was deported to
Tunisia as a suspected terrorist in spite of interim measures from the European Court of Human
Rights requesting the Government not to proceed with the deportation.
54. In July 2005 the Government introduced a law titled “urgent measures to counter
international terrorism” (the so-called “Pisanu Law”). This law provides for a special procedure
to expel and deport foreigners on the ground that there are well-founded reasons to believe that
their presence in Italy could in any way favour a terrorist organization. The deportation order,
issued by the Minister of Interior or a prefect, can be appealed to an administrative tribunal, but
the remedy has no suspensive effect. As a consequence, it is in practice an entirely ineffective
remedy against the risk of torture or arbitrary detention in the country of destination.
55. The Working Group recalls that “[t]o remove a person to a State where there is a genuine
risk that the person will be detained without legal basis, or without charges over a prolonged
time, or tried before a court that manifestly follows orders from the executive branch, cannot be
considered compatible with the obligation in article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights” (A/HRC/4/40, para. 49).
56. In the context of non-refoulement obligations in the fight against terrorism, the Working
Group’s attention was also drawn to the well-known case of Osama Mustafa Hassan Nasr,
known as Abu Omar. Abu Omar, who was not charged with any offence either in Italy or in
Egypt, was abducted on the street in Milan and flown to Egypt, where he was detained until
early 2007. The Milan public prosecutor’s office charged 26 U.S. intelligence agents and five
members of Italian intelligence services with the abduction. The trial is currently pending before
a court in Milan. Successive Italian governments have refused, however, to seek the extradition
of the United States citizens accused.

7

European Court of Human Rights, Saadi v. Italy, judgement of 28 February 2008, para. 149.
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F. Extraordinary measures in the fight against crime by irregular migrants
57. In the past ten years, Italy has experienced a massive influx of both regular and irregular
migrants. According to many interlocutors, the year 2008 is setting new records in the numbers
of foreigners arriving to Italy eluding immigration controls.
58. The Government has, in political discourse and legislative measures, linked public security
and immigration control and declared both to be an emergency requiring extraordinary measures.
This approach is embodied in the so-called “security package” adopted by the Cabinet in
May 2008. The “security package” consists of numerous provisions, regarding both criminal
justice and immigration laws, some of them already enshrined in law, others currently before
parliament.
59. As far as criminal law is concerned, it is (and already was before the “security package”) a
criminal offence punishable with imprisonment for an irregular foreigner to remain in Italy in
spite of a written order to leave Italian territory. The Constitutional Court has established the
very important principle that the accused foreigner can not be found guilty of this offence if he
was for justified reasons (such as a lack of means) unable to comply with the injunction. The
new legislation, however, provides that a foreigner who is stopped by the police and found to be
in Italy in violation of an injunction to leave the country must be arrested and put on fast track
trial.
60. The Working Group is of the opinion that there is a logical incongruity between the
Constitutional Court judgement and mandatory arrest. How can arrest be mandatory if the
existence of the offence depends on such complex factual questions as whether the foreigner had
a justified cause for not complying with the expulsion order? Moreover, mandatory arrest is
generally reserved by the Criminal Code to persons apprehended in flagrante while committing a
violent offence.
61. The Working Group was relieved to learn that the proposal to punish illegal entry with a
prison term, also included in the “security package”, had been withdrawn and the sanction
reduced to a fine.
62. The “security package” furthermore introduced an amendment to the criminal code making
the status of irregularly present foreigner an aggravating circumstance for any offence (Law
No. 125 of 24 July 2008). In other words, if an Italian citizen and an irregularly present foreigner
steal a car together, the foreigner is to receive a significantly higher sentence than the Italian.
63. The Working Group notes that this policy of criminalization of the situation of irregular
immigrants is being pursued against a background of already existing massive
over-representation of migrants among the prison population. On 30 June 2007, foreigners
constituted 36 per cent of the prison population in Italy. In regions with a strong presence of
immigrants, however, this figure was significantly higher.
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64. While the Working Group does certainly not intend to minimize concerns about criminality
by foreigners in Italy, a closer look at the statistics shows that:
• Foreigners are much more likely to be imprisoned while awaiting trial than Italian
citizens: on 30 June 2008, prisoners not serving a final sentence were 49 per cent among
Italians and 72 per cent among foreigners
In case of conviction, foreigners:
• Are much more likely to receive a prison sentence even if they are at their first offence 8
• Much less likely to benefit from alternatives to imprisonment, and
• Therefore, much more likely to be imprisoned for minor offences 9
65. The main explanation for this unequal treatment appears to be that the system of
alternatives to imprisonment, both before and during trial and after conviction, is to a large
extent premised on the offender having a certain identity and place of residence, a family and
social network, a job, roots in the community. A judge is much less likely to find that a migrant
meets these requirements than an Italian.
66. In the juvenile justice system, in which alternatives to imprisonment are particularly
developed, the difference in treatment between Italians and foreigners is so marked that some
observers speak of a “two tier justice system” - focussed on education and rehabilitation in the
case of delinquent Italian minors and on social defence and repression (and thus, incarceration)
in the case of foreign minors. Statistics show that while foreign minors constitute about one
quarter of the minors reported to the prosecution service, they are more than half the population
of juvenile prisons.
67. A very high percentage of the minors imprisoned are Roma and Sinti. The situation is
particularly dramatic among the female juvenile population: as of 31 December 2007, there were
only five Italian girls detained in juvenile prisons, but 55 foreign girls. The Working Group
observed during its visits to juvenile prisons that many, if not most, of the girls detained were
Roma.
V. DEPRIVATION OF FREEDOM OF MIGRANTS
AND ASYLUM-SEEKERS
68. In some respects, the answer of the Italian authorities and of civil society to the massive
influx of human beings escaping from situations of never ending war, persecution or desperate
poverty in search of a better life is generous. Thousands of men, women and children at risk of
8

See Andra Molteni and Alessandra Naldi, “Indagine sulle condizioni sociali, economiche e
abitative delle persone detenute a Milano e delle loro famiglie”, p. 35, available at
http://www.caritas.it/documents/18/2746.pdf.
9
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drowning are saved on the high seas every year, are taken to Italy, and given medical treatment,
food and shelter, and information on the right to seek asylum. The Working Group will not
examine the adequacy of the humanitarian response, nor will it address the strengths and
weaknesses of the asylum procedure. It will focus on the question of deprivation of liberty in
centres hosting asylum-seekers and migrants.
69.

There are currently three types of such facilities in Italy.
A. First reception centres

70. A foreigner who enters Italian territory or Italian waters avoiding border controls is taken
to a reception centre (Centro di Accoglienza, CDA) to be provided medical aid, to be given
shelter, to be identified and to be informed about asylum procedures. The most well-known of
the CDAs is the one on Lampedusa. The Working Group visited two CDAs in Eastern Sicily
which receive mostly persons transferred there from Lampedusa, but also persons who landed
directly on the coast of Sicily.
71. If the newly arrived foreigner does not file a request for asylum, the police will notify him
a decision “rejecting” his entry. He will either be repatriated or, if this is not possible because he
has no documents or the consular authorities of his country of origin do not cooperate, he will be
transferred to an Identification and Expulsion Centre (CIE, see below) or released with an order
to leave Italy.
72. If the foreigner files a request for asylum, the procedure to examine the request is started.
Within a period ranging from a few days to more than a month, the foreigner will receive a
document certifying his or her status as an asylum-seeker (the so-called “modulo C3” or
“attestato nominativo”) and will be transferred to a Centre for Asylum-Seekers (CARA). Before
that identity document is issued, the asylum-seeker is not allowed to leave the CDA. For all
practical purposes, he is detained. Neither the legislation governing these reception centres nor
any other law provide that the asylum-seeker shall be deprived of his freedom until the document
certifying his status is issued. There is no procedure leading to this deprivation of liberty, nor any
decision adopted. In other words, for a period varying between a few days and more than a
month, the asylum-seeker is de facto detained without a cognizable legal basis and thus
arbitrarily.
B. Centres for asylum-seekers
73. Once the asylum-seeker has been issued the document certifying his status he is transferred
to a CARA. In fact, this is often the same facility as the CDA, as the CARAs are frequently full.
What changes is the asylum-seeker’s freedom of movement. He can now leave the centre every
day from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The authorities pointed out to the Working Group that the
asylum-seekers are not really restricted in their freedom, as they are free not to return to the
CARA in the evening. A failure to stay at the CARA will, however, have negative repercussions
in the asylum proceedings.
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74. The asylum-seeker will initially stay in the CARA for 35 days, during which the competent
commission should have decided on the asylum claim. If the claim is rejected and the
asylum-seeker appeals the decision to a court, he or she will stay in the CARA until the court
decides on his appeal, up for a maximum six months.
C. Identification and expulsion centres
75. Identification and Expulsion Centres are facilities hosting foreigners who have received an
expulsion order for the purposes of securing their presence while their identity is established,
travel documents are issued in cooperation with the consular authorities of the country of origin,
and a deportation is organized.
76. Detention in a CIE is ordered by the police chief. Within 48 hours, the detainee has to be
brought before a justice of the peace, 10 who will hold a hearing in the presence of the detainee
and his lawyer (often an ex officio lawyer). The initial order for detention is for 30 days, which
can be renewed for another 30 days. The decisions of the justice of the peace can be appealed to
the Cassation Court (there is no intermediate appeal to a tribunal). If after 60 days the detainee
has not been deported to his country of origin, he will be released with an order to leave the
country on his own motion within five days. Only a few foreigners actually comply with the
order to leave Italy on their own motion, although the failure to comply constitutes an offence.
77. In many, if not most, cases the authorities face considerable difficulties in obtaining travel
documents and organizing the deportation of the detainee within sixty days. This is allegedly due
both to the detainees providing false or no information on their identity (in the hope of being
released after 60 days) and also to a lack of cooperation on the side of the authorities of some of
the countries of origin. As a consequence, the government has announced legislation which will
considerably extend the maximum length of detention in the CIEs. Initially, it was announced
that the maximum duration would be brought to 18 months (from currently two months!), but it
appears that current plans envisage an intermediate solution.
78. The notion that an increase of the length of permissible detention in the CIE will increase
the chances of the authorities to establish the identity of irregular migrants held at the CIE and to
carry out the deportation is both reasonable and supported by statistical data related to the
extension of the duration of CIE detention from 30 to 60 days in 2002. Detention in the CIE,
however, must comply both with the general prohibition on arbitrary detention and be protected
by sufficient procedural safeguards in accordance with Article 9 (4) ICCPR. There are several
concerns in this respect.
79. First, the Working Group noted that many of the detainees in the CIEs were held there
after serving a prison sentence. Persons who have been in prison for several months or years are
thus, following their release from prison, detained for the purposes of identification and
10

Judges of the peace are not professional judges, but qualified lawyers appointed by the
Superior Council of the Magistracy to sit as the lowest level of the judicial hierarchy on minor
civil and criminal cases. In the criminal justice system, justices of the peace can impose only
pecuniary sanctions, not detention.
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expulsion. There is no reason why the authorities could not establish these detainees’ identity
and obtain travel documents for their deportation while they were in prison and thus avoid this
additional period of detention. A further negative consequence is that those CIE detainees who
have committed no offence are held together with (often hardened) criminals. The Government
has taken steps aimed at ensuring the early establishment of the identity of imprisoned
foreigners. At the time of the Working Group’s visit, however, these measures appeared not have
fully achieved their goal yet, as convicts continued to constitute a substantial part of the CIE
population.
80. Second, there is nothing in the law requiring the authorities to take into account whether
the expellee is cooperating with the authorities or contributing to the difficulties in carrying out
the expulsion through his or her own conduct. This should be a criterion in deciding whether to
order detention in a CIE and for how long.
81. Third, the Working Group noted that many of the CIE detainees (in Milan more than half)
were detained for the second, third or fourth time. They had been released after a previous
sixty-day detention had not been sufficient to organize their deportation and subsequently
re-apprehended. The law and the authorities’ practice appear to not to take sufficiently into
account that in some cases it is apparent from the outset that the deportation will not be feasible
and that the detention therefore serves no purpose.
82. Fourth, a recent legislative amendment provides that where a CIE detainee files an asylum
claim he or she shall continue to be held in the CIE while his claim is processed. This constitutes
an exception to the well-established rule that asylum-seekers should not be detained. While it is
understandable that the authorities wish to curtail abuse of the asylum procedure by detainees
seeking release from a CIE, some asylum-seekers might not have filed their claim previously for
a number of good reasons.
83. In light of the above, the Working Group finds it of concern that the judicial review over
detention in CIEs, while formally complying with the requirement in Article 9 (4) ICCPR,
appears to be in most cases an empty formality. The Working Group reached this conclusion on
the basis of its discussions with police authorities, justices of the peace, civil society
representatives and CIE detainees, and having witnessed a few hearings before a justice of the
peace. The non-governmental organizations managing the centres are required to provide legal
advisory services to the asylum-seekers and expellees, but the quantity and quality of legal
advice available appears to vary widely from one centre to the other. The ex-officio lawyers
assisting CIE detainees appear often not to be very engaged and effective. In one centre visited,
the justice of the peace would order the 30-day extension automatically upon request of the
police without holding a hearing. It is striking to consider that in the criminal justice system
decisions on remand detention are taken by professional judges and appealable to a tribunal
composed of three professional judges, while the administrative detention of migrants is only
reviewed by a single justice of the peace.
84. In 2006, the Government established a Commission to examine the situation of the centres
for persons awaiting expulsion and to make proposals for improving them, their management
and the legal framework in which they operate. Many of the concerns expressed by the Working
Group were also voiced in the final report by this Commission (referred to as “De Mistura
Commission” after the UN official appointed by the Government to head it). Regrettably, the
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proposals the De Mistura Commission made to address these concerns have not been
implemented. The Special Rapporteur on the rights of migrants also made recommendations
addressing some of these matters in her report on the visit to Italy four years ago. 11
VI. JUVENILE JUSTICE
85. The Law on Criminal Proceedings against Accused Minors was enacted in 1988. The
Working Group considers that it is a noteworthy example of implementation of the principles in
Article 40 (3) and (4) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Some aspects deserve to be
particularly highlighted.
86. The law institutes specialized prosecutors for offences committed by minors and special
courts dealing with both criminal and civil matters regarding minors. These courts are composed
of two professional judges and two lay judges with specific expertise (educators, psychologists,
sociologists or lawyers).
87. Regarding precautionary measures pending trial, the law provides for a spectrum of
alternatives to remand custody aimed at ensuring that the minor’s ongoing education or
vocational training is not interrupted: orders, home arrest (except for education or work
activities), placement in a home for juveniles in contact with the law.
88. Minors arrested by the police are not held at a police station while the juvenile court
decides on whether any and, if so, which precautionary measures should be adopted pending
trial. They are taken to a Reception Centre (CPA), where they can be held for up to 96 hours. In
these centres, which have the appearance of an apartment and not of a prison, the juvenile is
assessed by a team which will submit a report to the juvenile court on the personality and social
background of the minor.
89. Probation can be granted not only after a guilty finding, but also before and during trial. In
the latter case, the juvenile court will suspend the criminal proceedings on the basis of the
commitment by the minor to a “plan” which comprises educational goals or work, as well as
steps to repair the harm caused to the victim of the offence. If the minor complies with the
commitments entered into and does not reoffend, the criminal case against him or her will be
filed without even going to trial.
90. Only a very small part of the minors reported for offences end up in juvenile prisons.
In 2005, of the 40,364 minors reported to the juvenile prosecutors’ offices only 1,489 entered a
juvenile prison (either on remand or as convicts), while 1,926 were referred to homes for
children in contact with the law. 13,901 were under one form of supervision by the social
services or the other.
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Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, E/CN.4/2005/85/Add.3,
para. 106.
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91. In prisons for minors, the Working Group observed a very high ratio of educators per
incarcerated juvenile and the intense program of educational and social activities offered to the
detainees, also with the support of civil society.
92. Although pro bono work by civil society organizations plays an important role, the
financial costs of a juvenile justice system such as Italy’s are significant. Some persons the
Working Group spoke to are concerned that the juvenile justice system will suffer deep
budgetary cuts in the coming years. These cuts, it is feared, would undermine the current model
and force a sharp reduction of the activities aimed at the rehabilitation of the detainees, as well as
of the possibility to effectively offer alternatives to imprisonment for children in conflict with the
law.
93. As already discussed above (paras. 66 and 67), a further concern with regard to the
juvenile justice system is that foreign minors benefit from the ideas underlying the law (and the
principles enshrined in Article 40 (3) and (4) CRC) to a much lesser extent than Italians. The
department for juvenile justice in the Ministry of Justice is aware of this problem, but has not yet
been able to identify the means (ideas, programs and financial means) to overcome the challenge
posed by foreign juvenile offenders, some of them unaccompanied minors, who are not rooted in
any community, do not attend any school or vocational training, and might even have no family
at all in Italy.
VII. DEPRIVATION OF LIBERTY OF PERSONS WITH MENTAL
HEALTH PROBLEMS AND OF “DANGEROUS” PERSONS
A. Obligatory mental health care
94. In 1978, Law No. 180 (referred to as “Basaglia’s law” after the psychiatrist whose ideas
underlie it) and the subsequent Law No. 833 on the national health service brought about a
radical change in the treatment of persons with mental disabilities. Previously, persons with
mental health problems were interned in insane asylums on the basis of a judicial finding that
they were “dangerous for themselves and others and constituted a public scandal”. The intention
of the reform was to reduce drugs treatment and restraints and strengthen the patients’ human
relationships with doctors, nurses and - particularly - their communities. The law ordered the
closing of insane asylums (which was completed only in 1994) and charged local health care
units with providing treatment. Where a person with mental health problems does not voluntarily
undergo health care, he or she can be subjected to “obligatory health care” (trattamento sanitario
obbligatorio, TSO). The criterion for subjecting a person to TSO is no longer the person’s
“dangerousness” but an assessment of this or her medical needs.
95. Obligatory health care measures are recommended by a medical doctor, ordered by the
mayor (as highest administrative authority at the local level), and carried out in hospitals or local
health care facilities. The initial order for TSO can last up to seven days. It can be renewed, but
the renewal has to be approved by a judge. Obligatory health care can imply a measure of
deprivation of liberty, as the patient subjected to it is not free to leave the psychiatric hospital in
which he or she is being treated.
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96. The Working Group visited one psychiatric hospital and interviewed patients, doctors and
a representative of the association of family members of mental health patients. The atmosphere
was that of a hospital and there was no apparent difference in treatment between the (minority
of) patients undergoing obligatory treatment and those who were voluntarily committed to the
hospital. There were no apparent restraints on the patients’ freedom of movement.
B. Internment in a judicial psychiatric hospital
97. On the criminal justice side, if a court acquits finds a defendant to have committed an
offence but acquits him or her on grounds of insanity it may order internment in a judicial
psychiatric hospital (OPG) as a “security measure”. The Criminal Code establishes, depending
on the gravity of the offence, the minimum duration of the security measure, which varies from
two to ten years. Once the duration of the “security measure” imposed in the judgement has
expired, a judge will assess whether the person still constitutes a danger to the community and, if
so, will order an additional period of detention in the OPG. There is no limit to the extension of
this deprivation of liberty which, it is important to stress, is not based on the gravity of the
internee’s past conduct, but on an assessment of the future risk he or she poses.
98. The Working Group visited one of the five OPGs in Italy. It was, in appearance and for all
practical purposes, a prison with a reinforced presence of mental health professionals. In addition
to internees who were found not responsible on grounds of insanity, the OPGs also host persons
on trial who, because of their mental health situation, are kept on remand in an OPG instead of a
prison, convicts who developed a mental health problem after conviction, and persons under
observation.
C. Other “security measures”
99. Internment in an OPG is not the only security measure provided for in the Criminal Code.
The Code also provides, e.g., for the internment in “custody and treatment homes” of persons
with reduced criminal responsibility on grounds of insanity. In practice, however, since 1930,
when the Criminal Code was enacted, these “custody and treatment homes” were never built and
the persons sentenced to internment in such a facility are detained in OPGs. On paper, they are
held in special wings within the OPG. In the OPG the Working Group visited, the two categories
of internees were held together. The Working Group spoke with one detainee who was
supposedly in a “custody and treatment home”. The judgement in his case specifically stated that
he should be interned for three years in a “custody and treatment home” as he was not as
dangerous as to require internment in an OPG - but there he was.
100. The Criminal Code further allows the judge to impose internment in a “work house” or
“agricultural colony” as a security measure to be served after completion of a prison sentence,
when he finds that the defendant, being a habitual criminal, will remain a danger to the
community also after having served the prison term imposed. As a result, the defendant will
serve a fixed prison term and then start a period of security internment.
101. To sum up, in the system of places of internment for persons subjected to security
measures, about 1,700 persons are detained not as a fixed-term sanction for past actions, but to
open-endedly protect the community from the danger they might pose at liberty. While the
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system is provided in the Criminal Code, the Working Group has the impression that security
measures are not always handled with the rigorous respect for legality required for all measures
resulting in the deprivation of a person’s liberty.
VIII. EXISTING HUMAN RIGHTS OMBUDSMAN INSTITUTIONS AND
THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS INSTITUTION
102. Italy does not have a national human rights institution. There is a patchwork of local
ombudsman institutions for the rights of detainees established in recent years through ad hoc
initiatives at the regional, provincial or municipal level. While the work of the currently existing
ombudsman institutions gives a significant contribution to the protection of the rights of persons
deprived of their liberty, the system has considerable weaknesses.
103. The mayors and city, provincial or regional councils establishing the Ombudsman
institutions have no powers under Italy’s constitutional system with regard to detention matters,
except for prison health care. As a consequence, they cannot attribute powers of access to
detention facilities to the ombudsman. The ombudsman the Working Group spoke to enjoy
de facto good cooperation with the prison administrations, but this cooperation is extended to
them on the same basis as it is extended to non-governmental organizations and could be denied
at any time. The ombudsman of Lazio region is the only one who has been able to gain access to
Identification and Expulsion Centres. In the rest of Italy, these centres were at the time of the
visit not accessible to the ombudsman institutions. Police holding cells are not visited by the
Ombudsman either.
104. A further serious drawback of the fact that the ombudsman institutions are created by local
government authorities is that they address their reports to bodies, such as a provincial or
regional council, which have no power to take remedial action on most matters the Ombudsman
might bring to their attention.
105. Finally, as the establishment of ombudsman for detainees’ rights is left to local initiatives,
the level of coverage and thus protection is very unequal. The Milan Province ombudsman, for
instance, is provided the means to employ two staff, while the Lazio ombudsman institution has
twenty staff (and was, until recently, supplemented by a Rome city ombudsman for the rights of
detainees, whose mandate was not renewed by the new mayor of the Capital).
IX. CONCLUSIONS
106. The Working Group finds that safeguards against illegal detention in the criminal justice
system are numerous and robust. Situations of arbitrary detention can, however, result from the
unreasonable length of criminal proceedings and from excessive recourse to remand detention.
Immigrants are seriously over-represented among the prison population.
107. The Government has declared organized crime of the mafia type, the threat of international
terrorism, and criminality by irregular migrants to constitute public security emergencies and has
responded to each of them by adopting extraordinary measures. Some of the extraordinary
measures adopted to face these challenges carry with them a considerable risk of resulting in
arbitrary detention.
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108. The system for administrative detention of migrants and asylum-seekers does not result in
overall excessive deprivation of liberty. There are, however, weaknesses in the legal basis and
procedural safeguards of the system and incongruities which need to be rectified to avoid
arbitrariness.
109. Finally, regarding the deprivation of liberty of persons with mental health problems, the
reform of the health care laws which abolished closed institutions has not been reflected in
similar reforms regarding judicial psychiatric hospitals. The system of open-ended “security
measures” for persons considered “dangerous” on the basis of mental illness, drug-addiction or
otherwise might not contain sufficient safeguards.
X. RECOMMENDATIONS
110. On the basis of its findings, the Working Group makes the following
recommendations to the Government.
111. The Government should, as a matter of priority, put in place legislative and other
measures to decrease the duration of criminal trials with a view to ensuring better
protection of the right to be tried without undue delay.
112. Similarly, measures should be taken to reduce the share of prisoners awaiting final
judgement, whether by expediting trials, stricter application of the principle that remand
detention is a last resort, or both.
113. Incidents of police brutality against arrestees should be thoroughly investigated and
those responsible held accountable.
114. Any reform to the special detention regime under article 41 bis of the Law on the
Penitentiary System should aim at strengthening and expediting judicial review of the
orders imposing or extending this form of detention, not to make it less incisive. The
Government should also consider ways to ensure that reformation and social rehabilitation
of the offender, which are essential aims of imprisonment according to both article 10
ICCPR and article 27 of the Italian Constitution, are not sacrificed to public security
concerns.
115. The Government should refrain from any further deportation of persons suspected of
terrorist activities to countries where they are at risk of arbitrary detention and torture.
Judicial remedies against expulsion should have suspensive effect in all cases.
116. The Government should adopt measures to increase the access to alternatives to
imprisonment for immigrants in conflict with the law, both in the adult and in the juvenile
justice systems.
117. Legislation making non-compliance with immigration laws punishable by
imprisonment (or as an aggravating circumstance) should be reconsidered.
118. Italy should ratify the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families.
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119. The Government should implement the proposals made in the De Mistura report with
regard to centres holding asylum-seekers and migrants.
120. With regard to first reception centres for asylum-seekers (CDAs), the deprivation of
liberty in them, at present de facto, needs to be provided with a legal basis. If the detention
of asylum-seekers in CDAs until the issuance of the document certifying their status as
asylum-seekers is maintained, it must be limited by strict and tight timelines.
121. Detention in Identification and Expulsion Centres should be based on more careful
examination of the individual case on the basis of criteria enshrined in law. Where a person
files an asylum claim while detained in a CIE, continued detention in the CIE should not be
automatic. Measures to promote the voluntary repatriation of expellees should be given
more consideration. Where the expulsion of a migrant is ordered by a criminal court,
preparations for the deportation should be carried out while the migrant is in prison, to
avoid detention in a CIE. Legal aid to persons detained in CIEs should be strengthened.
122. The Government should continue providing the means which are necessary for the
juvenile justice system to function in accordance with the principles enshrined in the
juvenile justice legislation and Article 40 (3) and (4) of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child.
123. The Government should consider reforms of the Judicial Psychiatric Hospitals in line
with the 1978 reforms of the mental health care institutions. The principle whereby
“persons who are found to be insane shall not be detained in prisons” (Rule 82 of the
UN Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners) should be given full effect.
124. The Government should give priority to the establishment of a national human rights
institution in accordance with the Paris Principles, in particular with full and unfettered
access to all places of detention.
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Appendix
List of facilities visited
Rebibbia “New Facility” male prison, Rome
Rebibbia female prison, Rome
Poggioreale prison, Naples
Penal Institute for Minors, Nisida (Naples)
Ministerial Community Home for Juvenile Offenders, Nisida (Naples)
Penal Institute for Minors “Cesare Beccaria”, Milan
First Reception Centre (for juvenile offenders), Milan
Naples State Police Headquarters (Questura)
Carabinieri Corps facility Porta Garibaldi, Milan
Judicial Psychiatric Hospital, Secondigliano (Naples)
Mental Health Department of San Giovanni Hospital, Rome
First Reception Centre for Asylum Seekers (CDA), Pian del Lago (Caltanissetta)
First Reception Centre for Asylum Seekers (CDA), Cassibile (Siracusa)
Reception Centre for Asylum Seekers (CARA), Pian del Lago (Caltanissetta)
Identification and Expulsion Centre (CIE), Pian del Lago (Caltanissetta)
Identification and Expulsion Centre (CIE) of via Corelli, Milan
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